Estate
Management Report
Financial year 2017/2018

1. Road infrastructure
Road maintenance and repairs and upgrades
 On an on-going basis maintenance and repairs are carried out on the road surfaces
 This generally consists of:
- Dragging tyres behind the tractor to smooth the road surface and counter the
effect of corrugation.
- Repairing of drainage line crossings after heavy rainstorms.
- Removal of debris from mitre drains and grading of the roads.
- Filling of pot holes or ruts with gravel.
- Trimming of trees overhanging the road verges.
- Clearing vegetation on blind corners to improve visibility.

Construction of new roads
New roads are constructed every time a stand is developed. (Refer to Building for new houses)
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Walking trails
Maintenance is carried out on all the walking trails.
Work consisted of:
-

Slashing the walking trails to keep tracks clear of vegetation
Bolster humps are maintained to minimize the erosion of walking trails
Benches on the Aardvark trail were treated with varnish
All trail signs and resting benches have been refurbished

Private access roads
Private access roads were repaired and maintained throughout the year. When repairing
driveways, attention is paid to improving the road surface, placing of bolster humps (to divert
water runoff) and construction of mitre drains (to channel water off the road surface).
Road and stand signage
All the estates stand signage, road signage and care signs were maintained, refurbished or
replaced if required. Some additional signage was erected during the 2017 water project.
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2. Fences
Fence line maintenance
There is continuous maintenance and repairs being done to the fence line. Before the summer
rains the fence line was sprayed with herbicide to prevent growth of vegetation, this was to limit
interference with the fence electrics. Washed debris was removed from the fence after rain,
especially on drainage line crossings. Inspections are done throughout the month and minor
repairs are dealt with. These repairs included straightening of Y-standards, droppers, offset
brackets, tensioning of wire strands and closing up of warthog holes. In some instances the
fences were replaced in drainage lines, if damaged beyond repair. All the fence energisers sites
had the gsm units replaced in order to monitor fence alarms more effectively.

3. Veld management
Vegetation monitoring
ARC Nelspruit completed their vegetation monitoring program based on 10 monitoring sites on
the estate. The annual report was circulated to members. This document also aids estate
management to manage the ecological aspect of the estate.
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Game Count
A game count is conducted yearly after the winter. These figures assist with determining the
estates carrying capacity, as well a population control of the animals.

Animal removal/mortalities
The following animal mortalities/removals have been recorded. The impala and nyala
mortalities were mainly due to predation by wild dog and leopard. In one instance predation by
hyena was recorded. Waterbuck, kudu and giraffe were removed by means of chemical capture.
Some warthog were culled, and the other captured live in a passive boma.
Impala
Waterbuck
Kudu
Nyala
Warthog
Giraffe
Bushbuck
Duiker
Civet
Wildebeest
Zebra

36
11
21
14
18
5
1
6
1
2
1
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Fixed point photos
Fixed point photographs were taken throughout the year at various points to monitor changes
within erosion sites and vegetation sites.
Faecal analysis
Faecal samples of most of the estate animals were collected and sent to ARC for analysis as part
of the annual animal monitoring programme. This data is included in the ARC report.
Water samples
Water samples were taken at various point on the estate and sent for testing at a lab in
Nelspruit in order to monitor the quality of the estates water, and our drinking water.
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Precipitation
The following rain fall figures have been recorded:
2017

2018
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Phase 2
Phase 3
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0

Totals: Phase 1: 297.5mm
Phase 2: 324.5 mm
Phase 3: 298 mm

Bush Clearing
A community group assisted with bush clearing in the south western corner of the estate. The
main species that were selectively being thinned out are Grewia spp, Acasia exuvialis and
Dichrostachys cinerea. The wood sourced by them was exchanged for their labour.
Coppice control of previously thinned bush east of Snake Eagle Road was completed.
Erosion reclamation
Historical eroded areas are continually monitored and maintenance is carried out on existing
gabion structures. Where required, new gabion structures were erected. The fence line gabion
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structures received plenty of attention. Some erosion structures were also installed, and paid for
by members at RV213, RV67 and RV59.

Alien plant control/Invasive plants
During the course of the year an attempt was made to eliminate, or limit the spread of alien
plants. The drought impairs the growth of all vegetation, and mainly prickly pears were treated.
Some Queen of the night and Cecil were treated as well.

Animal Rescues
There were many call outs throughout the year whereby critters were removed from homes for
their own safety. These include:
-

Snakes. Pythons, cobra, boomslang, puffadder, bushsnakes and tiger snakes are
removed most often. Two mambas were added to this list for this period
Tree monitors are often removed.
A few monkeys have been chased out of homes.
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Baboon Patrols
The baboon patrol was continued in an attempt to limit damage to homes. A DCA permit for
baboons was obtained from Klaserie nature conservation, in the event of having to put down
problem baboons. This has not been necessary yet.
Supplementary feeding program
The supplementary feeding program of 2017 was deemed a success, and was continued right
into summer. The rainfall the last season was poor, and the animals continued to use the
feeding stations optimally.

Rare sightings
Some of the rare sightings reported on the estate were:
-

Leopard
Hyena
Wild dog
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-

Pangolin
Aardvark
Bush pig
Honey badger

Giraffe project
The estate currently has a large population of giraffe that continues to grow. A pilot project was
implemented, whereby adult bulls were castrated. This was done to try and limit the population
growth until some giraffe could be sold off.

4. Estate infrastructure
Waste management
Every Thursday waste is collected from houses. After collection, all the recycling bags are
separated and waste items were sorted into 210 litre drums according to plastic, glass, tins and
paper. The recycling infrastructure that used to be at Southern Cross Schools was moved to the
RV contractor’s yard. Glass, tins and plastics are separated and stored in bulk bags and collected
by a waste recycling company. Large volumes of cardboard are collected for further processing
by the waste recycling company. The estate team also picks up waste along the road sides evry
few months.
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A dedicated waste management area was constructed at the contractor’s gate, which keeps the
waste material contained.

Water reticulation, Electrical and Telkom infrastructure
The water and electricity meters of each developed stand were read on a monthly basis. The
average usage of each house is monitored. Where problems such as possible leaks were
identified, the home owner was notified.
Various water leaks were repaired during the course of the financial year.
All new water meters are standardised and are installed and maintained by RV.
Telkom services are often blocked due to termite activity. When new houses connect to the
Telkom infrastructure, the estate team assists to ensure the services are available up to the
service connection point left by the developer.
All the electrical kiosks and fire hydrants were painted.
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Gatehouse/Pump house/Bird hide/Workshop/Vehicles
Raptor’s staff members clean and maintain the main entrance and contractor’s gate once a
week.
The workshop is also cleaned up on a Friday afternoon. During this time all the vehicles and
equipment are cleaned and checked for any faults.
The estate vehicles are services regularly.

Equipment that was purchased was a new shaping grader, a box grader and a roller.

Both the Raptor’s View booster pump stations are cleaned during the course of a month. The
pumps are serviced annually by AQS Pumps and the electronic system is maintained by Electro
Systems.
The contractors guard house, main gate, and both pump stations as well as the bird hide had
maintenance done to the thatch roof. The roofs to these buildings were combed, ridge capping
repaired and painted, and wire mesh replaced. The doors and windows at the pump stations
were replaced with bronze aluminium frames.
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The exterior wall of the main gate guard house, and the two pump stations were painted in the
three approved colours as per the architectural rules.

RV office
The current office was purchased. The office gardens are maintained weekly. Some
maintenance was done at the office during the year. The external walls were painted, and the
top mezzanine floor had extra support installed.
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5. Call outs
During the course of the year various call outs are responded to in order to assist residents.
Some of the call out activity including but not limited to:
-

Resetting kiosk circuit breakers,
Resetting booster pumps after power outages
Responding to Eskom outages
Injured and sick animals
Removal of animals from homes
Noise issues
Assisting residents to offload and loading of various appliances
rescuing stuck vehicles
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6. Security Health and Safety
The goals set for 2017 were:
-

Complete the upgrade of the contractor’s gate,
Up-grade the vulnerable portions of our eastern fence line
Complete installation of Biometrics
Improve access control through the traverse gates
Move over to digital recording logbooks of visitors to the estate

The contractor’s gate has had a biometrics system installed, and a new management system
implemented. The eastern fence was upgraded from the Sandspruit River to the southern
traverse gate. A proposal was written, and in April 2018 accepted, whereby better access
control is initiated through the Khaya Ndlovu traverse gates for traverse owners by means of a
Bluetooth enabled keyless lock. A scanning device to record visitors and contractors vehicles
was implemented at both the main gate and contractor gate
The estate was not without challenges from a security perspective, and no more than 10 homes
were burgled, or had attempted break-ins. Goals that were set for security in the new financial
year was:
-

Improve response time to fence alarms.
Upgrade various sections of the perimeter according to known risk factors.
Improve efficiency of fence alarm system.
Monitor areas of the fence remotely by means of camera.
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-

Install a fence camera system.
Have more homes subscribe to monitored alarm systems.

Security Project Overview
Raptors View was once again put in a position whereby our security company could not service
the estate due to various reasons. Communication to members, including an information
session was held with members, and the security service of the estate is now with Canyon Risk
solutions.
The security team and function on the estate comprises of:
Security Main Gate
- Security Official deployed at the main gate during the day.
- Security Official deployed at the main gate during the night.
- Security Official assisting the mobile vehicle.

Contractors Gate
Security Officials deployed from Mondays to Fridays at the contactors gate.
Searches are carried out randomly and access and egress is controlled.
Supervisor
-

Supervisors are deployed at Raptor’s View
They assist with transporting staff to Raptor’s View.
They assist mobile vehicle with fence alarms.
Visits are carried out at building sites.
They assist with searches at the contractor’s gate.
Conducting foot patrols on a regular basis.

Mobile Vehicle
- The mobile vehicle carries out house visits.
- These house patrols are conducted on requests received by residents.
- The vehicle is dedicated to Raptor’s View Wildlife Estate for 24 hours, covering a
full day and night shift.
- The mobile vehicle attends to triggered alarms on the perimeter fence.
- The mobile vehicle attends to and repairs minor broken fences on the perimeter
where ever possible.
- The mobile vehicle visits building sites during the month.
- The security officials are instructed to do foot patrols on a regular basis.
- Along with the supervisor, roadblocks are done once a week to search
contractor’s vehicles.
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General
-

Contractor’s staff are added to the managed access system throughout the year.
Compulsory security screenings are conducted on all contractors wanting to
work on the estate.
A GSM capable field camera is deployed at random locations to assist with
security monitoring
RVHOA continues to support the local community Farm Watch as well as town
watch.

-

General Incidents
The following were typical incidents reacted to
-

Motorcycles driving on the walking trail. This is not permitted
Residents making huge braai fires that can be a potential fire hazard.
Suspicious vehicle reports from residents that are followed up
Various vehicle accidents of residents driving into trees and rocks
Contractors late at the gate

7. Construction
Construction of new houses is an on-going process on the estate.
The following houses were either completed (13) or have commenced (12) with construction
during this period as well as alterations completed (9) or which have commenced (48 during this
period:

2017/2018

2016/2017

2017/2018

2016/2017

2017/2018

New
Alterations/Additions

2016/2017

Completed
Alterations/Additions

2017/2018

New Projects

2016/2017

Completed Projects

RV 212
RV 292
RV 39
RV 46
RV 102
RV 230
RV 175
RV 61
RV 16
RV 168
RV 137
RV 314
RV 47
RV 37

RV 247
RV 171
RV 194
RV 121
RV 177
RV 103
RV 134
RV 141
RV 82
RV 59
RV 238
RV237
RV 295

RV 295
RV 177
RV 247
RV 194
RV 171
RV 121
RV 103
RV 238
RV 141
RV 82

RV 145
RV 55
RV 74
RV 134
RV 70
RV 237
RV 246
RV 52
RV 59
RV 136
RV 67
RV 87

RV 289
RV 321
RV 161
RV 94
RV 204
RV 42
RV 222
RV 157

RV209
RV 307
RV128
RV 233
RV 115
RV 157
RV 32
RV 41
RV 21

RV 209
RV 307
RV 128
RV 233

RV 115
RV 157
RV 32
RV 116
RV 252
RV 41
RV 272
RV 21
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16
14
12
10

2013/2014
2014/2015

8

2015/2016
6

2016/2017
2017/2018

4
2
0
Completed
houses

New houses

Completed
alterations

New alterations

Plans for various new houses and additions have been submitted for approval. Several new
contractors and service suppliers have been approved to work on the estate.
Presale inspections were conducted at 15 houses that were sold during this period.
Current status on the estate as of July 2018:
Developed stands
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Total
% of development

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

95
65
69
229
75

% Developed
66
92
77

Stands
Construction
7
0
1
8
3

under Undeveloped

% under construction
5
0
1

41
6
20
67
22

% undeveloped
29
8
22
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8. Communication and Social and community work
River braai’s and Reservoir inauguration
The annual river braai was held in the first half of the year, and a reservoir inauguration was
held in the latter part of the year. Member’s attendance was fantastic at both functions. Estate
socials are becoming more popular with residents.

News Bulletins
A monthly news bulletin was sent out every month. Happenings and general feedback are
circulated to residents.
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Special Bulletins
A special bulletin is sent only when newsworthy items needs to be communicated to residents
that cannot wait for the monthly bulletin, which is too much information for a news bulletin.
This was done usually after a security breach.
Bulk sms Facility
Bulk sms’s were sent regularly to residents and contractors to convey relevant information at a
specific point in time. These cover the following subject:
-

Contractors gate time changes for winter times
Game capture activity
Water quality issues
Closure of office for extended period of time
Eskom power failure
Wild dog activity on the estate
Electrical supply issues
River braais
Fire risk
Security matters

Town clean-up
The estate team supports a community initiative called “town clean-up”. Once a month we
supply labour and equipment to assist in cleaning the town, and keep it presentable.
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9. Estate Projects
Water reservoir
Once a suitable location for the reservoir was chosen, and the project approved by members, it
was kicked off with at last. The only main challenges once the reservoir was connected were two
leaks and some valves failing at pump station 1.
Since this system was installed, the amount of water leaks we used to repair on the estate has
been greatly reduced. The system has also proved to be functional when the town supply is cut
off.
The project was managed internally and few subcontractors were only used where expertise
was needed:
-

Rainbow Reservoirs erected the tank.
Eljon Electrical did the trenching and electrical connections
Gensol supplied and installed the backup generators
Consolve Engineering provided the engineering backup

The work related to get this project operational was:
-

Site prep and levelling for the reservoir
Installing the ring beam
Rehabilitation of stand 10.
Trenching for new supply line.
Installing new supply line,
Installing backup generators
Installing two new booster pumps at station 1.
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Telkom Project,
The communications room to hold all the equipment was built according to specifications, and
has been completed.

Staff
Wilna Mew joined the team last year. Wilna manages the front office, and assists contractors
and residents with general information.
Two of our staff members, Jameson Moeng and Colbert Sibuyi, received certificates of long
service. Each of them has been with us for 5 years.
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10. Finance and Legal and Administration
-

Admin related activities included:
Receiving, processing and responding to emails.
Weekly consolidation of expense slips and invoicing.
Processing to bill lists.
Staff time attendance.
Meeting and communicating with various residents to sort out issues.
Purchase supplies.
Processing receipts of purchased items.
Monthly reportd drafted on estate activities.
Update Incidents and Complaints lists.
Update log entries in log book for daily activities recorded.
Purchase tools and equipment.
Draw up bulk sms report.
Process contractor’s vehicle permits.
Order additional vehicle permits from ME Graphics.
Prepare documentation for re-activation of Contractor Staff access cards.
Compile items for Agenda of Board Meeting.
Draw up Building Site Inspection documentation
Apply for permits at state vet for transportation of culled game.
Send out new contractor application documentation.
Process new contractor application documentation and approve contractors.
Sort and work on building files
Copy all certificates of compliance
Auditors are taken on an estate drive, and estate assets are verified.
The estates insurance policy is reviewed annually.
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Rules and policies
- The estates rules were reviewed and brought up to date.
- The architectural rules were adopted by members.
- The contractor’s rules were reviewed
- Home owner rules, which still had to be presented to members.
Various Policies and procedures were drafted during the year.
.Raptors View Wildlife estate joined the Association for Residential Communities.
Raptors View attends the annual Inter Estate Workshop - The Majority of Estates in Hoedspruit
participate in this forum.
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